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1. Reference concerned the meeting in Berlin between UPHILL's double
agent Alias GRAM and his Czech case officer, Jaroslav ANTOS , r	 ,in
late November 1960 which was followed by a contact in Zurich which took place
nn 7 January 1961. During a recent discussion we had with OCUTZBACH, he
amplified his description of the 7 January contact by stating that the meeting
wrIs very brief, and . @GRAM claimed that he only received two envelopes; one with
WO WI's (his salary) and the other with a letter from his sister, Erika
'OTI=OVA, who resides in Czechoslovakia. He did not receive new EEIls.

2. The UPHILL counter -surveillance of the meeting was carried out by
a man and a woman, and the man was in an upstairs hotel room from which the
attached pictures were taken. The woman had a camera concealed in a fur muff,
but for unexplained reasons (probably too much muff) none of the pictures-she
chapped came out.

3. Both GRAM and the UPHILL counter-surveillance team agreed on the
T'ollowing, description of the Zurich contact:

Born circa 1915 to 1920
About 160-165 CMS tall (circa 5'31'1
SlimbUt medium-strong figure (schlank-
mittelkraeftig) .
Round head, full face
Thick glasses with dark -frames.

;1-',AN stated that the CIS contact spoke German with a Swiss•accent, but.
hnce CI-Rif-ILL feels that GRAM may be playing for both Czech intelligence and
NIILL we cannot be certain that this statement is true. GRAM and the UPHILL
5urveillants described the contact as being of average appearance and of the
"kleinbuergerliche" type. Attached are the pictures of the meeting between
the Czech IS contact and GRAM. They are -exceptionally worthless, and appear
almost as though the contact knew he was being photographed'. Certainly they
will be of no assistance in making any kind of identification and may . be:,;,.
destroyed after their amusement value has been served.- You will not'S'..that
IJFITILL blotted out the picture of their ace agent GRAM.

4. GRAM travelled to East Berlin and made contact with ANTOS circa
2E February 1961, and at that meeting was told that he should plan to come
ta East Berlin for several days training in May. He was also told that in
the future, meetings would not be held so often.. During the discussion of
training, ANTOS stated that it would include training in anaw S/W.s.yitem
and in radio transmitting and receiving.::

,
5. EE andc	 :1: We realize that the scanty physical description

provided in paragraph 3 as well as the extremely poor photographs make
possible identification of the individual with whom GRAM came into contact
almost impossible, but any ideas you have as to the man's identity would be
appreciated.
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6. COS/G: We advised UPHILL that we have compiled a photo album of
Czech intelligence agents, but that because of the manner in which many of the
photographs were obtained we would not be able to give them a list of identities
with the album. We noted that possibly the album might be of some value in
sueh cases as Fall MONOGRAM in helping to identify Czech couriers or case
e?I'icers with whom GRAM or other UPHILL-.double agents come into contact. UPHILL
was most appreciative of the offer, and would like to borrow the album as soon
as possible. We note that it was forwarded to COS/G per EGNA 20751 0. dated
3 March 1961. Although we doubt this will be a particularly Producttve, exercise
we would like to have the album shown to GRAM, just on the off chanCe there
might be something worthwhile about this operation.
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